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Overall Goals and Objectives

The purpose of this competitive analysis is to research the best practices used in website 
design for schools that provide education in art, design technology and related fields.
The review will include  comparison of key features such as aesthetics, technical features, 
responsiveness, and accessibility for each website in a feature grid format, and a detailed 
analysis for each school. This report will provide a better understanding of redesign needs 
for SMC Design Department website.  

Methodology   

The analysis was conducted from a user’s perspective to determine what features and de-
sign elements would be most appropriate for a typical user such as current or prospective 
students of any given school. Through careful analysis and comparison the most effective 
and useful design elements and features were identified and listed in a features grid that 
can serve as checklist for improvements that can be made to SMC Design Department 
website.
 
The analysis was conducted in the following order:      
 

•	 Looking over which features the website offered  

•	 Doing individual analysis of each site   

•	 Determining most effective and important elements 

•	 Comparing websites in a Features Comparison grid
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY   
    
 In order to determine the direction of SMC Design Department website redesign,  the 
in-depth analysis of 5 college websites was performed.  Overall, most effective school 
websites have clean and responsive design, with user-friendly navigation and clear 
organization of  information based on user-type, as well as attractive images and other 
media that represent school as welcoming and  creative learning evironment.  

While SMC Design department’s website offers good color palette and consistent 
design elements throughout the website, it lacks some very important elements such as 
responsiveness and ease of navigation. Creating a responsive website, will allow students 
to access information from any type of mobile device, including smart-phones and tablets, 
which is a growing trend, and especially important for younger generation, that is used to 
accessing information on the go. 

Another very important improvement to the website would be enhancemet of overall 
look of the front page. The current look does not clearly identifies the website as being 
a  college website. While logo is nice, it’s not large enough, and is squeezed too close 
together with navigation menu. There is also not clearly identifiable images of students, 
and student environment. Most other websites, that were analyzed have eye-catching 
images and videos, so students can imagine themselves as being part of a creative learning 
community. 

Navigation menu also needs to be updated. Current main navigation menu is too small, 
and sub-menus are not easily accessible. Some links can be part of sub-menu or grouped 
together by user type, such as prospective students, current students, and alumni. Placing 
a search menu in the navigation would also help students to accesses needed information 
fast and with less frustration, since the amount of information presented on a school 
website could be overwhelming. 

The main goal for redesigning SMC is to represent the school as a leader in design and 
technology education. The website should attract new students  and promote creativity 
and a passion for learning, through use of best practices in modern web design. 
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SAN FRANCISCO ART INSTITUTE       http://www.sfai.edu/

San Francisco Art Institute website has colorful, 

artistic look with well-defined navigation 

menu. Collage photo banner represents school 

environment as well as students’ life in creative 

and visually appealing way.  Prospective students 

can easily picture themselves  as being part 

of exciting art community. The enrollment 

information, call to action, and current news 

are prominently displayed above the fold 

and combined with quality photography that 

compliments the message. 
Effectiveness Rating 

Overall Experience: 



Functionality/Ease of Use:   



Look & Feel: 

  = worst  
 = best
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Effectiveness Rating 

Overall Experience: 



Functionality/Ease of Use:   



Look & Feel: 

 = worst  
= best

Otis College of Art and Design website provides 

dynamic and modern look, with bold typography 

and images. The site is fully responsive, with 

special sub-menu in the header, that takes 

students to places such as blog, alphabetized 

search and video-gallery. The main navigation 

is clutter-free and concise, with extensive drop-

down sub-navigation menu. Clicking on main 

navigation items, takes you to very well organized 

sub-pages, with each sub-nav item displayed in 

colorful eye-catching boxes. Home page main 

attraction is a large slider that  shows of the best 

artistic works done by students and art related 

community events. 

otis.eduOTIS COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN
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Effectiveness Rating 

Overall Experience: 



Functionality/Ease of Use:   



Look & Feel: 

 = worst  
= best

The Art Institutes’ websites takes a more 

traditional corporate approach in their design. 

The overall design is clean and focused with 

quality images and well-organized information 

presentation, but lacks creativity and uniqueness. 

The home page provides one major focus area, 

that invites prospective students to request 

information about programs offered. The main 

navigation is clear, and well-defined, but white 

and gray color scheme is somewhat boring.  

The Graphic & Web Design department’s page 

displays information about the program within 

a spacious area divided visually into three major 

topics with ability to quickly access each area 

through well-placed interactive sub-menu.

new.artinstitutes.eduTHE ART INSTITUTE
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New York Film Academy website has well-

organized content and uses quality media, 

however color palette of black and red is makes 

it look dark, too intense and outdated. The white 

and red fonts against black background put a 

strain on the eyes, and visitors might not want 

to spend too much time on this site. The main 

navigation menu drops down to reveal extensive 

sub nav, which can also overwhelm the visitor 

and again makes it difficult reading experience 

because of white on black outdated typography. 

However, departments’ sub-pages look more 

modern, have light background and make better 

use of white-space and images.

Effectiveness Rating 

Overall Experience: 



Functionality/Ease of Use:   



Look & Feel: 

 = worst  
= best

www.nyfa.edu/visual-arts-school/NEW YORK FILM ACADEMY 
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Effectiveness Rating 

Overall Experience: 



Functionality/Ease of Use:   



Look & Feel: 

 = worst  
= best

Emerson College- Los Angeles website grabs 

attention with large video banner featuring 

students at work.  The most interesting feature 

is an interactive image amazing new school 

building located in the heart of Hollywood. The 

whole concept of the website is innovative and 

bold, but extra large images and bright neon 

purple color theme it seems over the top. Use 

of many videos and interactive features also 

makes the website slower to load. The website 

is fully responsive and has simple user-friendly 

navigation with slide-down sub-navigation that’s 

well-organized.

www.emerson.edu/elaEMERSON COLLEGE, LOS ANGELES  
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website

Effectiveness Rating 

Overall Experience: 



Functionality/Ease of Use:   



Look & Feel: 

 = worst  
= best

Overall, SMC Design Technology website has a 

clean design with complementary color palette 

and balance of elements, however it lacks clear 

message and it’s hard to understand what’s the 

main purpose of this site. The  main navigation 

menu is not clearly defined, and some links don’t 

work. work well. The website definitely needs 

more appealing imagery that depicts campus 

and student life. Another major improvement 

that has to be made is to make the website fully 

responsive. 

SMC DESIGN TECHNOLOGY 
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Features

San 
Francisco 

Art 
Institute

Otis
College

The Art
Institute

NY
Film

Academy

Emerson
College

SMC 
Design
Technology

Modern Look & Feel     

Responsive     

Use Interactive 
Multimedia or Video    

Primary Navigation
user friendly    

Navigation by User Type     

Search Function     

Contact Info      

Social Media Links      

Student Gallery    

Enrollment Information      

News/Current Events     

Alumni Information     

Donation Information     

Virtual Tour   

Call to Action    

FEATURES GRID


